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democracies and I have little doubt that it is true also
of the peoples of the Soviet Union and its associated
statesa The Soviet rulers are well at°rare of this sentimento
It is one of the ironic tragedies of the present world
situation that the Soviet Government, while pursuing
policies of aggression, should be advertising itsdlf a s
the champion of peacea It has been said that hypocrisy is
_ihe tribute of vice to virtueo The present Soviet sponsored
peace propaganda is a tribute to the universal desire for
peace which they would exploit for their own purposeso This
is a dangerous coursefl dangerous even to those who hope .
to profit by ito For people, even the Russian people
deprived as they are of access to the truth about political
events, cannot be deceived forevera The game of_pinning
the name of aggressor on the victims of aggression cannot
continue indefinitely and the disillusionment of people
who, in their political simplicity, are signing the so-called
Stockholm Feace Appeal, will, in the end, act as a boomerang
against communist imperialism itselfo For sooner or late r
it will become clear to all, as it is clear to most of us
now, what kind of peace the Cominform has in mindo It is
the peace that prevails in a state dominated by one party,
one political faith, one group of self-perpetuating rulers,
one political prophet ; the peace of the policeman and .the
gaolo

We want peace but not that kind of peaceo Nor
will we be led by any number of plausible answers to
manufactured questions, or by superficially impressive
resolutions about the prevention of war, reduction of
armaments, the banning of weapons, to put ourselves in a
position again where this kind o#' dead peace can be imposed
on us by dictatorso It is for genuine peace, based on the
absence of fear and the presence of friendship and co-
operation that we long, Furthermore, we are anxious not
only to talk about peace and to pass resolutions about it
but to do something about it, It seems to us that the
first practical step which we can take for peace is to put
the security factor into the disarmament equation . 17e can
disarm if - and only if - we are sure that in doing so we
are not exposing our people to dangers from others who say
they are disarming but are not doing soo If we are going to
disarm ourselves, we must know - by seeing for ourselve s
and not merely by being told - that other people are dis-
arming as wello We have in fact, the right of continuous
reassurance that the olive branch .does not conceal 175
divisions . It is with these considerations in mind that
tve are bound to examine the resolution which the Soviet
Government has introduced into this Assembly on the subject
of peace and disarmamento Vie should approach it with an
open mind and :a constructive spirito '.This, I confess,
would be easier if we had not had a painfully disillusioning
experience with a whole series of Soviet resolutions i n
the past, couched in the most pacific terns, purporting to
be contributions to the cause of peace which, on closar
examination, have proven to be something else indeedo Never-
theless, the issues of the present time are too grave and
the dangers are too acute for us to brush aside any proposal
put Porsvard in the name of peaceo So we must apply t o
the Soviet proposal some touchstone which will enable us to
see whether this is merely an echo of past performances or
whether, vrithin it, is to be found some firm ground for a step
forivard . For if tve see the promise of even a short step in
the direction of peace, we must not fail to take ito


